Printable Adult Foot Sizing Chart

- Make sure the template on the bottom lines up with a credit card, id, or ski pass. Some printers like to shrink pages, if the outline doesn't line up to the card you could get the wrong boot size. A little wiggle room is fine.

- Fold along the dotted line in the bottom left corner, and push the paper up against the wall along the fold. Avoid soft floors like carpet or rugs.

- Line up your heel with the dotted line. Have your heel just touching the wall, and stand with your weight evenly distributed on both feet.

- Make sure to take a picture of your foot on the chart, and send it to info@powder7.com, and one of our fitters will help find the perfect boot for you!

- All sizes are in Mondo point sizing, which is unisex. Half sizes are also available.

Questions?
Ask our boot experts!
(303)-237-7547
www.powder7.com

Check sizing by making sure a credit card, id, or ski pass fit in this box.